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PREVIEW
With this edition we complete 4 years of successful
technology coverage.
This month’s E-Zine offers a detailed review on
Google’s new social networking site Google+ , a quick
look into the new os x lion. A detailed evolution infographic on the QR Codes and Emails. And much more
which you must read to find out.
Completing four years, we have decided to update the
website a little bit. We have revamped the home-page
with a much more intuitive interface to read the latest
news. And succesfully established a wordpress blog,
for the latest articles and reviews on tech. (you can
visit the blog at http://www.mvdittechbook.com/news).
Also this month, we have started a quick review service. It is completely impossible for anyone to read and write long reviews on every service that is launched
on the internet. People want the reviews to be short, explaining and simple.
They don’t want to scroll through 15 pages of detailed analysis on one simple
topic. The quick reviews section of our e-zine will help you. Presented in a small
tabular section. We give a detailed review in just a few words.
I hope you enjoy the e-zine!
Keep Reading,
Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
Mail: viditbhargava@mvdittechbook.com
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COVER STORY

GOOGLE+

Vidit Bhargava
Few days back, there wasn’t anything known as Google+. There were, what I love saying,
remains of social networking disasters. Orkut and Buzz. While Orkut had achieved its purpose and peacefully become dormant, buzz didn’t even manage to create a buzz amongst
the nerdiest of people. And on Tuesday, 28th June, the invite crazy company called Google
launched, its yet another social networking service called Google+, in a desperate attempt
to make it big in the social network.
By Wednesday night, my “facebook” feed was flooded with aspirants and early birds. Rejoicing at the Google+ invites. And every such post was flooded with comments, which in
general were this: “Can I have an Invite?”. “ The demand was so high, that Vic Gundotra, the
guy leading this project stepped in and closed all the invite mechanisms. However with this
big a craze about Google Plus, Loop-holes didn’t take much time to surface, and the people
flood started to flow again. Even i got a chance to enter, through one of these loop-holes.
Coming to the brass tacks, What Good is Google+? To Start with, What is Google+?
Google+ is facebook in Google Colors. You have the same way of sharing things, you have a
very similar interface and you are still socializing.
Here is a much simple explanation:
Circles: All content is not shared with everyone. You can create various groups and then
share, and read content with that particular group. This is something Facebook has failed to
do well. People you know (those who are in your gmail contact list) can be added to various
Circles. And then you can share your posts with the group you want to share, and not everyone reads what you are posting. There is also the option to share with everyone.
Hangout: Hangout is just Skype from Google. You can video chat with your friends.
Sparks: This is Google Search where you can share stuff with your circles. For Instance i
search for a movie review, it will show me all the popular google search results, which i can
share with my group. Google+ also allows users to save these searches, as “interests” for any
furthur reference.
My views on Google+ :
Google Plus has a lot to improve on:
There seems no-option to integrate my buzz account to the live-stream. And this is not so
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good when you are operating on 3 social networks already, and planning to join the fourth.
We need some-kind of connectivity between the three. Google’s neat addition to share
stuff from any google website is a handy tool but the interface itself is very-buggy. Even the
basics of html, like fitting the display area to the screen size are not achieved when not using maximized window. Also Google Apps users are left out again, with a word from google
saying that they will soon be able to have their profiles. (This hasn’t happened for the past
one year, when google said they will allow profiles for apps users willing to come on buzz).
The +1 Button is also very vague. A thumbs-up symbol, a love button, anything would have
made sense, but +1? Well, its hard to convey the motive to the users.
However, Google Plus still manages to pull of some really cool things, and one of them is
sparks. With Sparks sharing content becomes much more fun. And it is also easy to get the
news through that. Also eliminating the friends factor helps a great deal, people can follow
you, they can read your updates but it is completely up to you to add them in your circle
(Similar to twitter’s following system). Google Plus is closed field and less prone to population contamination, which makes it niche and more fun to use, for now at least.
Currently Google Plus is in Development stages. It is not the final cut of what the exact
thing will so, but it might give facebook some real tough competition.
Here’s What my Friends have to say about it:
Vivek Nair : The direct and rather intuitive implementation of circles into the interface is a
big (plus) over Facebook, where lists are hidden under a layer. Chat is obviously a big improvement over anything Facebook ever offered and yes, chat logs are also maintained via
GTalk, which is good. Group chats are welcome as are hangouts, which is something good
and browser integrated. Lack of apps is OK for now, but since this thing is still budding,
dunno about how things will turn out.
Ankur Banerjee : Things about Google Plus so far..
+1: You Can mute notifications for particular posts, unlike Facebook. Any time a post/status
gets out of hand, it gets so annoying on facebook.
0: Facebook has made me lazy, i don’t wnat to click a button to post. I expect it to post on
hittting Enter.
-1: Item with most recent Activity Gets pushed to top; makes it harder to see newer content
in stream.
My Rating: 6.6/10
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THE KNOWLEDGE -Q

QR CODES - A QUICK LOOK
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OS X LION: A QUICK VIEW
THINGS YOU SHOULD NOT FORGET USE ONCE YOU UPGRADE YOUR MAC TO
MAC OS X LION!

LAUNCHPAD - FOR AN iPAD LIKE EXPERIENCE ON YOUR OS X LION!

AIR DROP - INTRA-FILESHARING
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FULL-SCREEN APPS

MISSION CONTROL - SPACES EXPOSE AND DASHBOARD COMBINED!

VERSIONS - A NEW WAY TO CORRECT YOUR VIRTUAL MISTAKES!
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COMICS

COMICS

Vidit Bhargava
The world of Technology is not always serious. There are things we can enjoy about being
Tech-Frenzy. Courtesy some really witty websites, we have decided to compile a few comics
everymonth. Here are two, mainly on the FB-G+ Agenda!

SERIOUS QUESTIONS!
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WELCOME GOOGLE, SERIOUSLY!
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QUICK RESPONSE

QUICK REVIEWS

Quick Review:
Google Music Beta
Launched: May 2011
Invite Only Service
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PRICE TAG

TABLET MANIA

Vidit Bhargava
The Indian Tablet market has suddenly been hit by a Tablet Mania. With all the major companies launching “their” Tablets into the market.
While all of them may sport Similar Specifications, the prices of all of them can be useful
when distinguishing between what to buy. Here is a quick view on the price-list of all the
major tablets in the indian market.

Motorola Xoom 10.1”
32GB WiFi - Rs. 32,000
32GB WiFi + 3G - Rs. 39,000

Blackberry Playbook 7”
16GB WiFi - Rs. 28,000
32GB WiFi - Rs. 33,000
64GB WiFi - Rs. 38,000

Samsung GalaxyTab 7”
16 GB WiFi+ 3G - Rs.25,000
Apple iPad 2 9.7”
16GB WiFi - Rs. 29,500
32GB WiFi - Rs. 34,500
64GB WiFi - Rs. 38,000
16GB WiFi + 3G - Rs. 36,900
32GB WiFi + 3G - Rs. 41,900
64GB WiFi + 3G - Rs. 46,900
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PREVIEW

NOKIA N9

Vidit Bhargava
Struggling with the current surge of Flop
Mobile Phones, and a diadem that is getting out of its Hands, Nokia recently tried to
do something unexpected. They introduced
their first MeeGo Mobile.
Yes, The Service which was rumored dead
has been bought to life again. After months
of speculation Nokia Released its first
MeeGo handset called the Nokia N9.
N9 is something to watch. It is not the usual
Nokia Hardware, its a completely new hardware. Something that no other company
did before. A brick-styled 4 inch plastic bar,
with No buttons at all. Here, you’ve got to
do everything with your hands, that is full
gesture control and MeeGo is very powerful at executing the task. Also MeeGo is one
of the most powerful and the most useful
operating systems to have evercome in a
mobile.
N9 comes with a 1GHz ARM Cortex A8 Processor, with 3D Graphics and a 1GB Mobile
DDR RAM. And a 854 × 480 px AMOLED
Screen. These are all very well the General
Smartphone Specifications a phone must
have to be called an iPhone Competitor but
what is interesting here is the completely
new software which blows off your mind
completely.
We’ll do a detailed preview when it gets
launched, it is yet to hit the markets.
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MVDIT TECH QUIZ

MVDIT TECH QUIZ
Vidit Bhargava
Q1. What is the Claim to fame of this girl?

Q2. MyLife, launched in July 2010 is a consumer cloud service by which Indian Company?
Q3. Jelsoft Enterprises is famous for creating which famous forum service?
Q4. Wylie Gustafson : Yahoo :: ____ : Windows 95
Q5. Talking of Mobile Gaming, A famous gaming company recently acquired the creator
of famous iPhone Games like the Plants and Zombies. Which Gaming Giant am i talking
about?
Q6. Which Indian city recently “Banned” the use of Google Street View Cars, raising Privacy
concerns.
Q7. Connect: Delhi Belly, Russia and a Major Video file format.
Q8. Twitter + Sheepish = ______. (Give the term)
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Answers to previous edition:
1. World First Spam
2. Pyra Labs
3. Domains like .apple, .google
4. AlGore
5. Amazon
6. AOL
7. Ctrl + Alt + Delete
8. Apple 1984 Super Bowl Ad
9. Graigslist
10. The world’s largest jam session by giving everyone on the
web a playable and recordable
guitar; Les Paul
Q9. Name this person who changed the world of internet in 2003?

Visit: www.mvdittechbook.com
to check the answers to this
quiz. to know more about Technology and answer more quizzes.
Mail us at :
viditbhargava@mvdittechbook.
com for your valuable feed-back,
questions, suggestions and for
getting your answers published.

Question from this year’s Annual MVDIT TECH QUIZ:
Q10. Which Country started issuing these coins, recently.
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